Drive2 PTV AC

Fun to drive, easy to
own
People are at the heart of every Yamaha. And the new
Drive2 PowerTech AC is a perfect example of how
innovative thinking enables us to create a vehicle that
can make such a positive contribution towards
everyone's daily lives.
With its zero-emission motor and whisper quiet
operation, this stylish electric PTV is a pleasure to drive while the low maintenance design makes the Drive2 a
reliable and economical performer every day of the
week.
And because our customers are always the focal point of
everything we do, we've equipped the Drive2 with the
most luxurious and spacious interior and a new
automotive style dashboard with plenty of storage.
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Class-leading 48V AC electric motor
Sleek new body style and bold new
colours
Spacious automotive style dash with
extra storage
Modular body with best in class
occupancy space
LED headlights and ashers
Premium 10-inch tyres
Yamaha built charger
Tru-Trak II independent front
suspension
Light and strong HybriCore chassis
Maintenance free rack-and-pinion
steering
ClimaGuard top with dual gutters
Largest contoured seat in the industry

Drive2 PTV AC

New bodywork and enhanced
interior

Drive2 PowerTech AC
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Powerful LED headlights
This luxury PTV is built to move you 24 hours
a day. And the rst time that you take the
Drive2 out after dark you'll be amazed at
the power and width of the brilliant LED
headlight beams. Producing double the
brightness of conventional halogen lamps
and using less than half the energy, the LED
system shows the way ahead!

bumpers and durable body panels are built
to ensure optimum strength and durability.
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Drive2 PTV AC
Power supply/Drive train
Output rating
Motor
Batteries

5.0kW at60minutes
48 volt AC Motor
Six 8-volt Trojan T875 Batteries

Dimensions
Overall length
Overall width
Overall height (sun top & windshield)
Wheel base
Front wheel tread
Rear wheel tread
Minimum ground clearance

2,378 mm
1,200 mm
1,823 mm
1,640 mm
883 mm
988 mm
139 mm

Chassis

Rear suspension
Brakes
Bumpers

Automotive style HybriCore™ Chassis,
polyester/urethane powder topcoat
Thermoplastic ole n, 2-part top coat of automotivegrade polyurethane
Self-compensating double reduction helical rack-andpinion
Tru-Trak II™ fully independent automotive-style strut
suspension
Strut suspension
Self adjusting rear drum
Front & rear 8 km/h energy-absorbing bumpers

Performance
Maximum forward speed
Turning radius

31km/h
2.9 metre

General
Tyre size
Seating capacity

215/60-8 DOT (4-ply rating)
2 persons

Frame
Body
Steering
Front suspension
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Drive2 PTV AC
The technical speci cations provided are purely indicative and may be modi ed without prior notice from
the manufacturer and/or importer. In order to ensure the increased lifespan of your vehicle, as well as
for driver's safety, the manufacturer's recommendations should be followed in all cases. You are advised
to prepare adequately for use of the vehicle. Usage on public roads is forbidden and usage is not
recommended below 16 years of age. Please contact your local dealer for more information.
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